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Soil Science Communicator 

About Riverine Plains 

Riverine Plains Inc is an independent farming systems group dedicated to improving the productivity 
of broadacre farming systems in north-east Victoria and southern New South Wales. The group was 
established during 1999, and our membership is drawn from the eastern NSW–Victoria border 
region, known as the Riverine Plain. 

Our Purpose is “To grow member prosperity by building knowledge and skills” 

The Riverine Plains membership base includes grain and mixed farming businesses and our focus is 
on providing farmer driven, independent, timely and relevant information that delivers on-the-
ground benefit to members. We do this through a balanced portfolio of projects, our annual 
schedule of events and publications. We believe strongly in our motto of “Farmers Inspiring 
Farmers”. 

As an organisation, we are a productive, high integrity, passionate and well-balanced team. Our strength is 

our strong, inclusive and driven culture and our focus on delivering high quality results and impact for all 

members and project partners. We have a strong mentoring ethic and a focus on building capacity and 

capability in our team. We pride ourselves on how we work as a team, yet importantly, everyone has 

capacity to also work alone to complete field work. 

About the role 

 

This new role is an exciting opportunity for someone with the right mix of qualifications and/or 

experience (at least three years). If you have experience in communications management or leading 

communication aspects of projects and are creative, able to build online communities and broadly 

understand and have an interest and/ or affinity with the Australian agricultural sector and in 

particular the biotech space, we want to hear from you. 

Location:            Preference for Mulwala or Wagga but can be based elsewhere 

Reports To:          Director of Communication, Events and Marketing 

Position Type:          Full time 

Salary:          Between $80,000 and $90,000 based on experience 

Applications close:  31st of August 2022 
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Reporting to the Director of Communications, Events and Marketing and working closely with the Research 

Team you will be responsible for building a program around microbial and biotechnology advances in the 

Australian agricultural context. This will involve researching, curating, writing and designing pieces and 

social content to provide scientifically verified evidence on the biotech sector. 

Key Responsibilities 

Marketing: 

• Develop and coordinate digital marketing campaigns across all Riverine Plains platforms and 

on the Growing Better website. 

• Execute detailed, well-thought-out campaigns to build a vibrant online presence and 
community for Growing Better Program in your social channels, based on testing and 
marking data-driven decisions 

• Managing online communities, driving engagement and building trust for Growing Better 
brand 

• Reporting, on channel performance, providing actionable insights/recommendations and 
executing these within the team 

• Show high level initiative when it comes to seeking out and optimising emerging 
platforms/technology to further grow the Growing Better community and brand awareness 

• Establish and implement best practices for all Growing Better communications on your social 
media platforms 

• Work directly with external stakeholders to maintain brand voice and look/feel, while also 
pitching new ideas, concepts, and trends 

• Arrange and execute strategic partnerships with like-minded Grower Groups to achieve 
engagement and reach targets 

 

Copywriting & Comms: 

• Simplify complex concepts and research papers into easy-to-read, concise content; can adapt 
content to meet needs of different display points 

• Validate quality prior to publishing to ensure content and tags/metadata are set 
appropriately and will perform within current technology solutions 

• Organise peer reviews with external stakeholders of content as needed 
• Collaborate with external stakeholders to generate new ideas on how to improve the 

content experience 
• Follow corporate guidelines and style guides to maintain quality, voice & tone standards for 

all content created 
• Manage content planning in line with agreed marketing/brand messages  

Job Specification 

• Bachelor’s degree or in related field or equivalent experience 
• A proven track record of growing and maintaining a similar brand/social media accounts 
• At least 3 years professional writing experience in the Agriculture / Biotech space 
• Proficient in online publishing software and programs 
• Information management skills: handle large amounts of complex data 
• Experience in SEO 
• Strong interpersonal skills and ability to work well in dynamic team environment 
• Communicates equally well within team & across partner teams 
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• Avid learner around all things content 

Key Selection Criteria for this role 

• Work well as part of a team and demonstrate integrity at all times 

• Can think independently and problem solve promptly with an eye for detail 

• Cultivates and maintains productive relationships with external stakeholders 

• Excellent written and verbal communication skills 

• Connection/interest for the agriculture industry and understanding how to effectively 

communicate to this target market 

• Self-starting and highly motivated 

• Thrive in a fast-paced environment and show agility when adapting to changing priorities 

• Sharp eye for detail, research skills and the ability to work under strict deadlines 

To Apply or for more information 

Email our CEO Catherine Marriott at ceo@riverineplains.org.au  

mailto:ceo@riverineplains.org.au

